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SF Marina has been building and
installing floating breakwaters and pontoons for
marinas worldwide since 1918. We are committed
to finding the best solution for every site.
The sturdy tugboat pontoons for the operation of
large vessels in a port on the Swedish West Coast are
examples of the capacity of our factory in
Wallhamn. The pontoons are 10 meters wide and
23 m long. They are also designed to accommodate
heavy construction vehicles.
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A passion
for boating
I was delighted to make a visit to Montenegro and Croatia in late June
to see the new site for the exclusive Portonovi marina resort (more
on this in the November/December issue), to visit stunning Porto
Montenegro and walk the docks of ACI’s newest facility, Slano Marina
in Croatia (see p.43).
Porto Montenegro put Montenegro on the map for nautical tourism and Portonovi
will complement this achievement when it opens in 2017. Secure, scenic berths for
vessels of varying lengths are gradually becoming easier to find in the Adriatic but
more are needed and this region is set to become one of tempered but noticeable
growth.
The Adriatic Croatia International Club (ACI) features as our cover story for this
issue as much for its recent and ongoing achievements as for the extraordinary and
visionary effort and thinking behind its establishment in 1983 in an anti-capitalist
Yugoslavia where overseas visitors and private enterprise were treated with
suspicion and hostility.
Success despite the odds was down to geographical location and the fundamental
enthusiasm of the country’s yachtsmen. Yugoslavian boating culture was to be the
key to the future of its marinas, an asset that many would-be developers looking to
establish marina infrastructure in China and parts of Southeast Asia, for example,
have missed to their cost. Although selling the concept of marinas was still a tough
sell, enthusiastic sailors ran full pelt with the idea in Yugoslavia, armed with a
passion for boating and an awareness of the economic benefits marinas and nautical
tourism would bring. The result was construction of 16 marinas in just 18 months.
More marinas opened and ACI created an enviable marina chain and business
model that enjoyed a strong heyday until Croatia declared its independence from
Yugoslavia in 1991 and the subsequent war fractured the country and threatened
ACI’s survival. Read more on p. 36.
Croatia enjoys a strategic geographical position at the crossroads of Central
Europe, Southeast Europe and the Mediterranean and has over 1,000 islands off
its Adriatic coastline. Tourism - nautical and otherwise – is a major contributor to its
GDP and is on the increase.
Today, after a turbulent history, ACI, with its 22 marinas, controls around 30% of
the country’s berths, and its background is pure inspiration for any would-be marina
developers in emerging markets.

Carol Fulford
Editor

Printed in the UK by Stephens & George

© 2016 Loud & Clear Publishing Ltd

Views expressed by individual contributors in this issue
are not necessarily those of Loud & Clear Publishing
Ltd. Equally, the inclusion of advertisements in this
magazine does not constitute endorsement of the
companies, products and services concerned by Loud &
Clear Publishing Ltd. The publisher reserves the right to
refuse advertising.
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WORLD NEWS

Expansion begins at
Sydney marina

EXPERIENCE
INTEGRITY
PA S S I O N

AUSTRALIA: A $30 million redevelopment plan for Sydney Superyacht Marina
has been approved by the NSW Planning Assessment Commission.
The project, which is now under way,
will add a wealth of new amenities to
the site and include an uninterrupted
public promenade fronting Rozelle Bay.
Permission has been granted for
the existing pontoon arrangement to
be amended to accommodate a wider

range of vessels and for a multilevel car park and two new buildings.
The latter will house superyacht
associated businesses, crew facilities,
a superyacht club, marine offices,
retail outlets and various cafés and
restaurants.

VISION
LEADERSHIP

Chinese company invests
in resort development
PORTUGAL: Macau Legend Development Ltd, one of the leading owners
of entertainment and gaming facilities in Macau, has entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Setúbal Municipality for the
proposed development of an integrated leisure, tourism and entertainment
project.
The first phase of the project will
include a hotel, shopping area,
residential area, marina, car park, multisport pavilion and a gaming arcade with
slot machines.
Macau Legend is forming a joint
venture with three Portuguese
companies – Fundo Aquarius, Amorim
Turismo and B&G – for the project.
Mayor of Setúbal, Maria das Dores

Meira, said: “The signing of the
MoU represents an important step
in achieving the strategic goal of
promoting tourism and investment to
Setúbal and increasing employment
opportunities. This project will
lead to a profound and substantial
transformation of the riverfront usage
and help attract Chinese and other
Asian tourists.”

Further growth for Suntex
USA: Suntex Marina Investors has acquired Kentucky Dam Marina and
Crosstimbers Marina to boost its portfolio of owned or managed marinas to 31
properties.
Kentucky Dam Marina, 25 miles (40
km) east of Paducah, is the largest
marina on Kentucky Lake. It has 400
annual slips ranging from 30 to 100ft
(9 to 30.5m), transient slips, pump-out,
boat rentals and storage.
The property will be managed by
Anchor South Investments, a whollyowned Suntex subsidiary.
Crosstimbers Marina is just 18 miles
(29km) north of Tulsa on the eastern
shore of Skiatook Lake. It is widely
considered to be the most prestigious
marina in northeast Oklahoma.

Suntex has purchased the resort’s
517 slips, marine store, award-winning
restaurant, dock shop, service building,
trailer storage and rental cottages.
The company intends to invest in the
physical assets of the facility and add
new rental boats, amenities and events
to expand and enhance the overall
customer experience.
Upgrades to the marine store with
increased merchandise are already
planned and a Suntex Boat Club
is scheduled to be introduced next
season.
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The most important marina
construction decision lays
beneath the surface
SEAFLEX CAN HANDLE PRACTICALLY ANY TIDE, ANY WAVE, ANY DEPTH, ANY BOTTOM TYPE & HURRICANE STRENGTH FORCES.

Make a mooring decision worthy of
your entire marina investment
You spend a lot of time researching options for your marina build or upgrade. Since the
anchoring is what is going to hold your marina investment in place it is arguably the
most crucial components you will decide on. Seaflex is an elastic mooring solution that
expands and retracts with each tide and wave, taking on and dampening the forces
year after year. It does this while being invisible from the surface, creating some
of the most modern, sleek, state of the art marinas of the world.
With 45 years of research and development Seaflex is the
most technologically advanced mooring option in the
world, anchoring thousands of marinas, wave
attenuators and buoys worldwide.
Research your options, give
your marina the mooring
solution it deserves!

www.seaflex.net

SINCE 1970

|

INTERNATIONAL +46 90 160650

|

US & CANADA +1 (310) 548 9100

|

MW@SEAFLEX.NET

WORLD NEWS

IMBC –
Note the
Dates
USA: The International Marina
& Boatyard Conference (IMBC),
organised by the Association of
Marina Industries (AMI), will be held
in Ft Lauderdale, Florida 25th-27th
January 2017.

THAILAND: Further to reports that an international buyer has expressed serious
interest in Royal Phuket Marina, chairman Gulu Lalvani has appointed JLL Hotels
& Hospitality Group to put the award-winning marina officially up for sale. An
expression of interest campaign closes at the end of this month (September). Read
the full story on Inside Track at www.marinaworld.com.

Safe
Harbor
acquires
Grand
Isle
USA: Safe Harbor Marinas has
purchased Grand Isle Marina
in Grand Haven, Michigan. The
inland waterway marina, which
is a three-hour drive from both
Chicago and Detroit is just
minutes from Lake Michigan, has
400 wet slips and a drystack for
around 150 boats.
One of the key reasons Safe
Harbor acquired the property is its
proximity to another marina it owns.
The company projects that this
common ownership will help develop
transient boating opportunities in the
area. Grand Isle Marina is its second
property in Michigan and its fourth in
the Great Lakes region.

The event will include a preconference marketing workshop, more
than 30 educational opportunities
including general and break-out
seminars, a field trip and small group
workshops.
Over 120 industry suppliers will
promote products and services in the
associated exhibition.
Come and talk to members of the
Marina World team on Booth 421.
Further information: imbc@
marinaassociation.org

Members Cardiff
install club yard
pontoons expansion
UK: Walcon has supplied new
walkways and pontoons for a major
refurbishment at Poole Yacht Haven,
Poole, Dorset. Club members have
been undertaking installation since
January this year.
As the layout of the marina remains
unchanged, existing piles are being
reused.
The four main piers at the 400-boat
facility – the longest of which is 147m
(482ft) – are being completely replaced
and fitted with 163 new finger pontoons.
New fingers are also being added to one
of the walkways that runs alongside the
inside of the breakwater.
All the pontoons are Walcon System
2000 units, fabricated in aluminium and
fitted with hardwood decking. Some
System 21 equipment has also been
supplied for areas where pre-existing
pontoons have been used.

www.marinaworld.com - September/October 2016

UK: The Marine Group, owners
and operators of 350-berth
Cardiff Marina and 160-berth
Aberystwyth Marina, has
expanded the size of its boatyard
at Cardiff Marine Village to
become the largest facility of its
kind in Wales.
Utilising an additional acre of land
purchased from Cardiff Council, the
company has effectively doubled its
hard standing space for boat storage
and is developing plans to increase
its undercover workshops.
Planning permission has also
been secured to double the size
of the existing drystack facility,
which currently has racking for 110
vessels.
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WORLD NEWS
have led to two substantial weather
protection structures. The first, an outer
breakwater designed to neutralise short
waves or surface waves, will be built
by Dutch company Orsta Breakwater.
The second will take the form of a
200m (656ft) long revetment or rubble
mound breakwater to be located along
the Pieta Quay. This will absorb long
period waves present within the site in
inclement weather.

Luxury marina
planned for Valletta
MALTA: A 274-berth marina is to be built on derelict waterfront in Valletta. The
venture, known as Marina di Valletta, is being funded by an investment of €7.45
million raised by a consortium headed up by Italian-based Azimut Benetti
Group division Marina di Varazze Srl.
Transport Malta has undertaken an
The investors also include Esprit
initial environmental impact assessment
Yachting, the Arrigo Group (hotels), Joinand a further wave study has been
well and Tal-Maghtab Construction, all of
completed by Arrelia. These studies
which are respected local companies.

The marina will have a luxury
environment with high-end finishes
throughout the concession area.
Pontoons will be wider than the local
average and boat owners will benefit
from controlled access car parking, 24hour berthing assistance and security,
and concierge services.
To be completed in phases, the
marina will offer berths for vessels
of 10 to 28m (33 to 92ft). Dedicated
and shared berths will be available
for visiting yachts of up to 24m (79ft)
and, during the tourist season, the
120m (394ft) long outer breakwater
will welcome superyachts up to 50m
(164ft) in length. Visitors will have direct
walking access to Valletta and City
Gate and the company is looking at
the possibility of establishing a direct
transport link to the capital for marina
patrons.

Dock upgrade enhances flexibility
USA: Lake Sonoma Resort in Geyserville, northern California, has replaced its timber docks and upgraded its utility
services.
included the dock
“The marina was in need of new
anchoring system
docks,” said owner Rick Herbert. “We
and the fluctuation
wanted to make an investment in our
in water height.
facility that would add to the long term
“The marina needed
value of the property and improve our
the ability to be
customers’ experience. The marina’s
moved in and out
docks were a wise choice.”
with changing water
The 28-year-old system was replaced
levels, which can
with Bellingham Unifloat concrete
be up to 40ft [12m],”
floating docks, which were surprisingly
Herbert explained.
competitive in cost when compared with
“We needed some
the more traditional lightweight dock
flexibility in the
system choice for an inland, seasonal
system’s main
marina. Longevity is a major bonus;
connection point.
Herbert estimates a lifespan of over 60
When you move a
years for the system.
361-slip marina, it
As temperatures soar in Geyserville
has to be done in
unique connection allows the docks
in the summer months, Herbert opted
sections.”
to pivot slightly, which greatly reduces
for a roof structure on three of the new
the loads and stresses placed on the
Bellingham designed a fifth-wheel
docks.
connection point when the docks are
connection that is used where each
being moved.
Challenges at the Lake Sonoma site
arm connects to the main walkway. This

10
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WORLD NEWS

Eco-friendly private landing
FRANCE: An impressive made-to-measure private landing stage has been
delivered by Poralu Marine for the 157m (515ft) long megayacht ‘The Dilbar’.
The imposing yacht berths on the famous Quai des Milliardaires in Port
Vauban, Antibes.
Poralu utilised newly launched
concrete float pontoons from its
Concrete Art Solution range to offer
similar stability to concrete pontoons
without compromising the flexibility for
which Poralu products are renowned.
Eleven pontoons were used in the
build and each is covered with shockabsorbing fenders. These have been
designed and constructed to ensure the
hull of the boat, which has been coated

in special paint, is never marked. The
fenders also match the specific beige
colour of the hull.
The berthing arrangement had to be
aesthetically pleasing. Ecoteck decking
with the appearance of exotic hardwood
was selected to complement Poralu’s
signature aluminium frames. The
decking, which is manufactured from
sawdust and plastic, is highly resistant
to UV rays and is environmentally

Premium dock space
in Miami-Dade
USA: Marina Palms Yacht Club, a high-end full-service facility on Maule Lake in
North Miami Beach, Florida, opened earlier this year. It features 112 wet slips
for boats of 40 to 100ft (12 to 30.5m).
The marina is serviced by highly
qualified, bilingual staff including a dock
master, dock hands and a concierge to
arrange vessel cleaning, maintenance
and provisioning. Each slip is wired with
ample electricity and fibre-optic cabling
for voice, data and high-speed internet
service. For additional convenience,
patrons have access to a well-stocked
sundry store and dockside Wi-Fi. The
marina also boasts a fuel
station with 12,000 gallons of
ValvTect high-speed diesel
and 12,000 gallons of 91
octane gas (petrol).

The marina has limited space
available for daily, monthly and
seasonal dockage. “We have the
flexibility for someone who has a need
to tie up for a short time or for someone
who needs a more permanent place to
keep their boat,” Bronstien confirmed.
“Yacht brokers are also welcome if they
need a good location for temporary
storage.”

“Premium dock space is
very hard to find in South
Florida. There hasn’t been
a new marina like this built
in over 20 years,” said Jim
Bronstien of US Marinas, the
company managing the facility.
“The marina is a gem that fills
a void from which Miami-Dade
has suffered for decades.
We’re located at a perfect
equidistance from downtown
Miami and Ft Lauderdale, with
easy access to Haulover Inlet
and the Atlantic Ocean just
15 minutes away by boat,” he
added.
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friendly. Two platforms for receiving
landing gangways and a guard rail were
also provided.

Adriatic
project boost
SLOVENIA, CROATIA &
MONTENEGRO: Ingemar Group
has supplied new king size
floating pontoons for megayachts
at Marina Porto Rose, Slovenia,
in order to boost mooring
options for high-end tourists.
The company also continues
with expansion work at Porto
Montenegro in Montenegro,
which boasts award-winning
superyacht berths and two
imposing floating breakwaters.
There is also plenty of general
activity. For example, in Croatia
on the Istrian peninsula near Pola,
Luka Volme Marina has once
again been enlarged and at Novi
Vinodolski in the Gulf of Quarnero,
a new tourist harbour is at final
construction stage. On the island
of Krk, where Ingemar installed
steel pontoons with concrete floats
and timber decking a while ago,
a series of new tourist harbours
nears completion for the local port
authorities.
The eastern shores of the
Mediterranean have been a good
showcase for Ingemar projects over
the past 20 years and the company
says that, in general, established
tourist harbours along the eastern
Adriatic coastline are still enjoying
positive growth further to the influx
of yachts that fled the Italian coast
in 2012.
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CLASSIC

MEGAMASTER
QUANTUM
New anodised aluminium
pedestal range launched
for 2016

SEAWAVE

A PEDESTAL RANGE TO SUIT
EVERY STYLE OF MARINA
Rolec offers the world’s largest variety of marina service
pedestals as well as a large range of emergency service
equipment, sanitation pump-out systems and pontoon lighting.
Contact our marina sales and design team for free advice,
assistance, product catalogues and no-obligation quotations.

tel : ++44 (0)1205 724754
: rolec@rolecserv.co.uk

www.rolecserv.com

SPINNAKER

SOS PEDESTALS
Available for all
pedestal ranges

CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION UPDATE
MYP:
The Exhibitors
The MYP is one of three themed
pavilions at METSTRADE and
has become a highly valued
annual meeting place for
marina and yard professionals.
As Marina World closed for
press, confirmed exhibitors
comprised:
Alto Services
Arabel NV – Marina Integrated
Systems
Ascom
Baran Advanced Technologies
Boat Lift
Brownell Boat Stands
Candock
Cimolai Technology
Clement
Den Hartog Industries
Dim-Ka Rope
Dock Marine
Dura Composites
Dutch Blue Marine
FGM Technology
Gsertel
IRM
Ingemar
Inmare
Inland & Coastal Marina Systems
Inter Boat Marinas
Intermarine
JLD International
LeeStrom
Maricer
Marina Planet Italy
Marina Projects
Marina World
MarinaCloud
Marine Travelift
Marinetek
Martini Alfredo
Metalu Marinas
Moffatt & Nichol
Nautipark
Naval Tecnosud
OneSailor
Pacsoft International
Poralu Marine
Prodex Elastomeres
R-marina
Rolec Services
Rollins Marine Services
Roodberg
Rototec
SF Marina System
Scholl Concepts Marine
Scientific Production Center Rodemos
Seaflex
Sikoo Marine Solutions
Soprefa
Titan Deck
Walcon Marine
We Trade International
Wickens Dry Stack Systems
Wise Handling
Wow Joint Holdings

A world of marinas in
Amsterdam
IWMC:
The Speakers

Over 40 international marina industry experts
are all set to deliver news and views at the 2016
ICOMIA World Marinas Conference (IWMC), to
be held 17th-19th November in Amsterdam.
IWMC overlaps on 17th November with the final
day of the three-day B2B exhibition METSTRADE
and is thus hosted by METSTRADE’s Marina &
Yard Pavilion (MYP) and its 50+ marina-specific
exhibitors.
Organised by RAI Amsterdam, in partnership
with the ICOMIA Marinas Group and HISWA
Holland Marine Industry Association, the 2016
conference takes ‘The Future of Marinas in a
Changing World’ as its theme.
Keynote speaker Adjiedj Bakas will share his
own vision of the world and future developments,
a presentation that promises to be positive
but provocative. Plenary sessions will focus
on the state of the global marina industry, new
opportunities in emerging markets, different
approaches to marina management and uniting the
public and private sector.
Breakout sessions cover new ideas in marina
development, marina operations, marketing and
customer care, regulations, legislation, financing –
and more.
Day One closes with a Welcome Dinner at the
Harbour Club, an old industrial wine terminal that
has been transformed into one of Amsterdam’s
chic new places to be. Day Three (Saturday 19th
November), is devoted to a marina tour of some
of the finest marinas in northern Holland: Marina
Volendam, Marina Muiderzand and Marina
Enkhuizen.
Further information on the conference
programme can be found on:
www.world-marinas-conference.com.
Marina World is the media partner of the MYP
at METSTRADE and the 2016 ICOMIA World
Marinas Conference.
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TALKING SHOP
Artist’s impression of Xiamen Marina
Wuyuan Bay on the south eastern
coast of Fujian Province, subsequently
developed with an international
exhibition centre.

Bill Green

Creating a leisure
marine industry in Asia
The Asia Pacific Yachting Conference, held at the Singapore Yacht Show 5th- 6th
April, revealed an all round will to see the leisure marine industry and yachting
market within the broad reaches of East Asia and Southeast Asia flourish. But
there are many hurdles to overcome.
Apart from reasonably well developed
strategic hubs such as Singapore,
Hong Kong and more recently Phuket,
marinas in these regions are relatively
thin on the ground. This could, however,
change if Camper & Nicholsons
Marinas (C&N Marinas) proceeds with
16 potential marina projects to add to
the 27 projects it has undertaken in the
past seven years.

on the realisation of Tanjung Aru Marina
in Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Borneo and
Ana Marina in Nha Trang.

C &N Marinas’ highly successful
first project in China, Sanya Serenity
Marina in Hainan, prompted a flurry
of other business opportunities in
the region including Oceania Point
Marina in Guangdong. This led to the
company joining forces in 2011 with
First Eastern, an established Hong
Kong-based investment group, to create
Camper & Nicholsons First Eastern
(CNFE). CNFE has a full-time presence
in the region, served from offices in
Hong Kong.

Q: Why is C&N Marinas so committed
to developing marinas in China and
Southeast Asia?

Since 2011, CNFE has completed
feasibility and concept design projects
for marinas such as Tanjung Aru in
Malaysia, Ana Marina in Vietnam and
Haiyang International Yacht Club and
several other marina projects in China
and Southeast Asia. It is now working
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Bill Green, technical director of C&N
Marinas, who as vice chairman of
CNFE acts as oversight manager for
the business, delivered a paper at the
Asia Pacific conference. He discusses
the current market and its ongoing
challenges with Marina World:

A: There is a significant opportunity
for the likes of our business, given the
huge untapped potential that exists
in the market as far as quality marina
developments are concerned. The
region as a whole possesses some of
the finest cruising grounds in the world
and a host of multi-cultural attractions
– perfect for those looking for that
alternative and unique experience
– and, from a business perspective,
dynamic economics.
Q: The cruising grounds in Southeast
Asia are exceptional but they also
present challenges?
A: Southeast Asia is a vast geographic

expanse extending from India to
the Pacific Islands. Compared with
established cruising grounds, it is
approximately five times the size of
the Caribbean and seven times the
size of the Mediterranean. The long
distances between marina destinations
make for challenging sea passages
that only the larger yachts or very
experienced sailors would consider
tackling. That in itself is possibly the
biggest challenge for us all. If we are
going to develop a sustainable regional
marina industry, then we all have to
understand and address this challenge.
Q: As the distances between marinas
are considerable and the current focus
is on attracting large vessels (the
conference concentrated on the market
for vessels of 24m/78ft +), boating
opportunities could be broadened by
a vibrant charter market. What is the
current situation regarding charter and
how do you see it developing?
A: Let’s be quite clear. As marinas
are developed, initially they are going
to be very dependent upon transient
business until such time the facility-led
domestic markets come into being.
Establishing a charter boat market is
therefore very important. Just as beach
tourism needs quality hotels, marine
tourism (yachting) needs good marinas
with charter fleets. Chartering will be,
for many, locals and foreigners alike,
the ‘gateway’ to experiencing the region
and, as a result, a key driver in the
all-important development of a proper
marine tourism industry. Hopefully, as
marina hubs and networks develop
and reduce transit times, the current
focus on the larger vessels will be less
important and a shift to the higher
volume market of boats in the 10 to
15m [33 to 49ft] range is likely to come
to the fore. We advise all our customers
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TALKING SHOP
Artist’s impression of Sino Australia
Royal City, a marina and yacht club in the
Chinese port of Tianjin.
to stimulate their business by providing
for charters.
Q: You note that entry formalities
in some countries deter yachting
activities, and that high taxes on
imports and luxury goods and
difficulties for foreigners to own
property are impediments in many
countries. Is this changing?
A: It is in the process of change, as
the merits of having a marine tourism
sector are becoming better understood
by the politicians. There was active
participation by representatives of the
governments of Malaysia, Thailand
and Indonesia at the Asia Pacific
Yachting Conference, promoting their
nations’ attributes and their dedication
to building a ‘marine tourism’ industry
across the region. Not only that, but
they also announced positive initiatives
to encourage more international
vessels into the area with taxation
rules being relaxed and tourist VISAs
being extended, all moves which will
remove restraints and enable foreign
yacht owners and crews to stay in a
Southeast Asian marina destination for
longer. Moreover, they indicated a will
to work together across borders for the
greater good.
Q: So you see real signs of
governments working together to
help create a cruising network within
Southeast Asia and/or East Asia?
A: Yes, I do, as expressed above,
but only if we in the industry supply
the impetus. We need main industry
players and the likes of MIAs to lobby

and seek support through the provision
of clearer messages to governments
as to why the sector is important to
their economies and the region as a
whole. Combined marketing efforts
will help unification, and marketing
needs to reach out further than it does
at present. Trying to raise awareness
through the local yachting mediums is
okay, but more international exposure
is required. I will go further and say that
many government bodies don’t really
understand what a ‘marina’ is! We really
have to put that right…
Q: China has been the focus of much
speculation over the past decade but
many new marina developments are
failing to deliver to market and industry
expectations. Why do you think this is?
A: China is a somewhat more
complicated market than other regions
within Asia. I put the problem down to

two major, and quite obvious issues:
a flawed business model based on
exclusive VIP yacht clubs, demanding
excessive membership fees, and over
ambitious development plans for megamarinas. The proof of China’s failure to
develop a sustainable industry is clear
to see with the low occupancy levels in
its marinas. There are of course other
issues, such as taxation on imported
boats running at 46.3%, and officialdom
restricting freedom of movement
between ports and marinas. More
modest size marinas and affordability
has to be considered if the market is
to grow. In turn, growth in the market
will have the knock-on effect of cutting
through restrictive legislation.
Q: Despite the established marina
infrastructure in Hong Kong and the
government backed plans for a marina
network in South Korea, do you think
a specific region in China is set to
become the major boating hub for East
Asia?
A: All hubs are equally important, so
I would not suggest that the Chinese
seaboard is set to become the major
hub for East Asia. The two obvious
areas for hubs to be developed in
China are Hainan and Shandong
Provinces. Hainan with its tropical
climate has plans for several more
marina developments. We have looked
at several of these, but we are of
the opinion that better planning and
understanding of the marina and how
it best integrates with the associated
Serenity Marina, also known as Sanya
Marina, is a 350-berth facility that opened
early in 2012. C&N Marinas worked
closely with architects Chapman Taylor
Shanghai on the project.
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Floating piers
Surfaces and solutions for all needs
Made in Italy
Pontoons, breakwaters, piers for super
yachts, ﬂoating bridges and constructions:
the best solutions for connecting sea and
land by means of strong and reliable
structures, in aluminium, concrete or steel,
standard or tailor made.

Genoa - Italy: 9 m wide piers and 650 sqm platforms for the Genoa Boat Show

Let’s shape together
your new marina

Tel. +39 0422 702412
info@ingemar.it
www.ingemar.it

Pontoons and constructions over the water

TALKING SHOP
Model of Qin Huan Dao Marina – the
‘seashell’.
in market reports. Going back 10
or 15 years Japan was developing
marinas ahead of the rest of Asia,
but I cannot say with any authority
what is really happening in Japan
and how it will feature in East Asia
as a whole.
Q: Singapore has the most
established marina infrastructure
in Southeast Asia but Thailand
(Phuket) is currently making great
efforts to replace it as the Aseanean
hub. Which of the other nine
countries in Southeast Asia do you
think will gain notable ground in the
development of marinas over the
next decade?
resort or commercial development,
as the case may be, is needed.
Hainan would link China to marina
developments in Vietnam, where there
are plans for sites from Ha Long to Phu
Quoc. To me, that is the key network for
East Asia, opening a coastal cruising
route from Malaysia and Singapore to
China. For the Chinese market per se,
Shandong Province has to be watched
with interest, especially around
Qingdao. As for the future of Hong
Kong, with the coming of the Pearl
River Delta megalopolis (estimated
population 80 million!) bringing Hong
Kong together with Macau, Shenzhen,
Zhuhai and Guangzhou, the picture is
likely to change with the consolidation
of commercial ports, which may create
more marina opportunities in Hong
Kong Harbour. I am, however, of the
view that Hong Kong will not wish to
lose its ‘commercial gateway’ status.

Macau, Zhuhai and Shenzhen. New
initiatives, sparked by recent changes
in government policies are likely to be
realised in Taiwan. We are watching
this market with interest, as its close
proximity to China allied with its more
lenient tax regime, may well give rise
to real progress in the development of
marinas in the next two or three years.

A: Singapore is quite well established
and I believe it has room for yet
further expansion. It is also highly
cosmopolitan, which will probably help
in maintaining its position as the main
Aseanean hub. As for emerging nations
with the ability to develop sustainable
markets, I see Vietnam and Indonesia
as the prime movers in the next decade.

Q: Do you see any evidence of
Japanese marinas making bids to
attract transient visitors or become
involved in regional networks?

Q: What should industry be doing now
to boost opportunities in Asia?

A: Strangely enough, no. Yet I have to
confess that I am not well-informed
on the Japanese market, and that is
mainly because Japan seems to be
somewhat in isolation from the rest of
East Asia and seldom does it feature

A: Put aside the business approach of
‘in it to win it’. Take time to understand
the culture and the ethics of doing
business in Asia, and how we are best
placed to assist our Asian colleagues.
The region is huge and there are
opportunities for all. As professionals
we need to work together in a

Q: What kind of marine leisure
developments are we seeing in Macau
and Taiwan?
A: Macau, being a much smaller
SAR than Hong Kong has limited
development opportunities. There
are however plans for commercial
waterfront developments which include
marinas. Looking to the future, and with
the bridge link (under construction)
between Hong Kong and Macau my
personal belief is that we will see a mix
of commercial and resort developments
offering marinas in the wider Pearl
River delta, encompassing Hong Kong,
C&NM is now working on the realisation
of Tanjung Aru Marina in Kota Kinabalu,
Sabah.
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TALKING SHOP
Close-up view of Sanya Serenity Marina, a
venue for serious yachting events.

proactive and considered manner. The
main objective has to be to reduce
the sailing times between marinas
and provide a greater number of safe
destinations with the appropriate
level of services. At this moment in
time, much of the region depends,
and will continue to depend, upon
transient business. Let us help the
local politicians to encourage that, as
facility-led domestic markets will take a
number of years to develop before they
can support ‘homeport’ marinas for
locally owned vessels. New marinas
also need the support of charter
vessels to attract both local and
international sailors. Good marinas in
key locations are needed to provide
the necessary network, and 500 to
1,000 berth marinas with exclusive
yacht clubs are not the answer, 50
to 200 berth marinas are. There are
existing facilities in Southeast Asia
which can be improved, and improved
cost-effectively. Many of us can design
a marina, but there are not so many of

us who can integrate that design into a
development in a specific location and
make it a viable business.
It’s a time for marina consultants
and operators like ourselves to work
collaboratively with MIAs, governments,
property developers and other industry
players to improve, build and boost
yachting in the region. A team effort
with experienced guidance and global
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marketing efforts is a must-do.
C&N Marinas has yet to find the right
project to suit its brand but, with all the
current marinas due to launch in 2017
and beyond, and with bids in on several
projects in Malaysia, Indonesia, China
and Vietnam, the right opportunity to
manage a top quality marina in Asia is
just around the corner.
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INTERNATIONAL MARINA AND WATERFRONT CONSULTANTS

WE OWN MARINAS. WE KNOW MARINAS.
OVER 40 YEARS OF PLANNING
AND OPERATING AROUND THE WORLD.

REDEVELOPMENT OF AN ICONIC CITY CENTRE MARINA
OCEAN VILLAGE MARINA, UK

With over 40 years of planning and running marinas
across the globe, MDL Marina Consultancy is the team
to turn to for full service marina business advice.
Our marina professionals have experience across the marina
business, so we have the specialist know-how to support you
at every stage of the journey. We’ll work with you to extract
the very best results and make your plans succeed.
The close teamwork and tailored consultancy we offer is
the advantage that will deliver vibrant, proﬁtable leisure
destinations with the foundations to deliver long term results.
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A-Z GUIDE PONTOON/DOCK & BREAKWATER MANUFACTURERS
Brooklyn Marina, New York City, USA.
Pontoons/docks: Poralu Marine

E: geral@lindley.pt
Ahlers Lindley, established in 1930, is
a specialist in the manufacture, supply,
installation and maintenance of floating
solutions for marinas, leisure docks and
fishing harbours. The company offers a
wide range of wave attenuators, floating
pontoons, access bridges and ancillary
equipment. From turnkey projects
to simple landings, from design to
installation.
(See advertisement p.56)

AIRFLOAT East Sussex, UK
E: info@airfloatmps.com
Airfloat modular pontoons are an ideal
solution for temporary or permanent
docks, bridges, work platforms and
breakwaters. EirGlide is also available
for drive-on storage of jet skis, RIBs
and other small craft. Airfloat’s 700mm
x 700mm blocks are rotationally
moulded for strength and durability and
have been tried and tested in extreme
weather conditions for many years.

AISTER MARINAS
Moãna, Spain
E: marinas@aister.es
Aister is a manufacturer and installer
of aluminium floating and fixed
pontoon systems, service pedestals,
breakwaters, gangways and ramps. The
company undertakes turnkey projects
from design to installation and has its
own pile driving barges.
Phuket Yacht Haven Marina, Thailand.
Superyacht pontoon/dock: Marinetek

Photo: Rémy Benois, Poralu

AHLERS LINDLEY
Cascais, Portugal

AL MANZEL
HOUSEBOATS & MARINAS
Umm Al Quwain, UAE
E: marina@almanzel.net
Al Manzel Houseboats & Marinas is a
UAE-based manufacturer and builder
of aluminium pontoons, gangways,
houseboats, workboats, breakwaters,
slipways and other related marine
products.

AMERICAN MUSCLE
DOCKS & FABRICATION
WV, USA
E: luke@amdocks.com
American Muscle Docks & Fabrication
is a manufacturer of boat dock
hardware and complete dock systems.
Wood, steel truss, steel channel,
aluminium and stainless steel dock
components, systems and gangways
are manufactured in-house. The
company can customise products to
meet many design specifications.

AQUATECH
Kitzbuehel, Austria
E: aquatech@a1.net
The Maritime Technic pontoon system
from Aquatech is a third generation
modular floating dock system designed
for aquatic sports, aquaculture and
environmental protection. The product
represents quality at a reasonable price
and is manufactured in the EU. Blocks
can be connected to create any layout
arrangement and can also be used
to replace or extend existing pontoon
systems.
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ARNAVING Thuir, France
E: contact@arnaving.fr
The Mobi-Deck system, developed
by Arnaving, allows for a 30 to 40%
increase in marina capacity for boats up
to 50 feet in length. The revolutionary
design uses one single fairway for
several rows of mooring pontoons to
make all commercial floating pontoons,
including breakwaters, mobile.

ATLANTIC MARINE
Fontenay le Comte, France
E: contact@atlanticmarine.fr
Atlantic Marine is an established
leading designer and builder of marinas
with worldwide references in over 15
countries. It enjoys a strong presence
in Asia, French West Indies and the
Middle East. In addition to its standard
pontoon range, the company supplies
floating sanitary and office buildings,
service pontoons and a breakwater
pontoon using a concrete-float design.

BALTIC FLOATING
STRUCTURES Riga, Latvia
E: rostislav@balticfs.eu
BalticFS is a leading designer and
builder of floating refuelling solutions. It
is also expert in the design and turnkey
production of floating buildings and
other structures (villas, restaurants,
offices, swimming pools, sports facilities
etc) on heavy-duty concrete pontoons,
and architectural and design projects. It
provides a full range of services related
to hydro-dynamic research and analysis
for the creation of wave-protected water
areas.
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Power Pedestals
At Eaton Marina Power & Lighting we have become known for our power
pedestals. With names like the Lighthouse and Hatteras, marinas across the
globe are using our power pedestals day in and day out.

Distribution Equipment
With years of experience in power management, Eaton offers a wide range of
electrical products. From safety switches to switchboards, Eaton can solve all
your marine electrical needs. Eaton is featured as a leading company for
power management.

Design Services
Eaton offers full electrical design services as a compliment to our full line of
electrical distribution equipment for Marinas and RV parks. Brought to you by
the same engineers that design the most popular power pedestals in marinas
worldwide – upholding safety, reliability and efficiency standards for more
than 100 years.

Eaton Corporation
Marina Power and Lighting
1-800-723-8009
marinasales@eaton.com
www.marinapower.com

A-Z GUIDE
Poole Yacht Club, Poole, UK. Pontoons/
docks: Walcon Marine

Photo: Mike Millard, PYC

EZ DOCK Missouri, USA

BELLINGHAM MARINE
Washington, USA
E: bmi@bellingham-marine.com
Bellingham Marine is a worldwide
marina and waterfront design/
build construction company with
manufacturing facilities around the
globe. The company is a leader in
floating pontoon design specialising
in floating dock systems, platforms
and wave attenuators. Bellingham’s
products can be seen around the world
in diverse sites – from iconic harbours
to public boat launches.
(See advertisements p.6 & 7)

BLUEWATER MARINE &
DOCK SPECIALTIES
Hawaii, USA
E: info@bluewaterdocks.com
Bluewater Marine offers structurally
engineered aluminium framed floating
docks, fixed piers, gangways and other
marina components and accessories.
All systems are specifically
designed to withstand harsh marine
environments.

CONNECT-A-DOCK Iowa, USA
E: intlsales@connectadock.com
Connect-A-Dock’s 6ft x 10ft FS2120
floating dock section is ideal for both
commercial and residential dock
applications. The company’s systems
can meet virtually any requirements
and versatile modular sections can be
used to create many different shapes
and sizes with little effort. Various
accessories are available.
(See advertisement p.40)

CUBISYSTEM
Portbail, France
E: contact@cubisystem.com
Cubisystem offers a maintenance-free
modular pontoon system that is claimed
to be versatile, easy to use, durable,
reliable and safe. The pontoons suit a
wide range of applications including
marinas, harbours and aquaculture
centres and are in use offshore, by river
authorities and for public works. Ideal
for events, systems are available for
sale or for hire.

E: john.saunders@playpower.com
EZ Dock is a world leading
manufacturer of floating modular dock
systems that can be assembled in
many configurations to suit commercial
and residential needs. Also available is
the EZ Launch for kayaks and canoes
which allows accessibility for people
with disabilities on an easy-to-use
transfer bench.

GAEL FORCE
ENGINEERING
Inverness, UK
E: stephen.offord@gaelforce.net
Gael Force Engineering designs,
manufactures and installs performance
marina systems and breakwaters for
exposed and sheltered locations. The
company also designs and supplies
mooring equipment and systems for
marina and other marine applications.

GOLDEN
MANUFACTURING
Florida, USA
E: sales@goldenboatlifts.com
Golden Manufacturing, Inc produces,
markets and supplies custom
aluminium floating docks, fixed docks
and gangways throughout the world. Its
products include a line of standard duty
residential and heavy duty commercial
docks. All are custom designed and
built to site-specific needs with the
customer’s budget given high priority.
Marina Dunstaffnage, Oban,
Scotland, UK. Pontoons: Orsta Breakwater

CANDOCK
Quebec, Canada
E: candock@candock.com
Candock specialises in modular
floating systems with high resistance
to harsh weather conditions. A 20
year warranty is offered, and features
include a patented channel system for
service lines, integrated LED lighting
system and drive-on docking for boats
and PWC. The system is ideal for
marinas of all sizes and for boats up to
15m. No heavy machinery is required
for installation and no complicated
anchoring systems are needed.
Immediate shipping.
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Creating the world’s finest
yachting destinations
—
with help from the world’s most respected yachting brand

—

—

—

Intelligent marina design

Operational excellence

Sales and marketing effectiveness

–
–
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–
–

–
–
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–
–

–
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–
–

Feasibility and design
Capital costing
Business planning
Project management
Operational handover
Sales and marketing strategy

Commissioning
Recruitment and training
Turnkey management
1782 Club membership
Financial management
Performance monitoring

Brand affi liation
Tariff structuring
Global marketing reach
World-class marketing platform
Yachting industry partnerships
Networking and events

—
For support with boutique marinas to large scale resort developments, please contact:
Dan Hughes | +44 (0) 203 405 3223 | dan.hughes@cnmarinas.com | www.cnmarinas.com

Port Louis Marina, Granada.

A-Z GUIDE
Porto Montenegro, Montenegro. Pontoons/
docks and breakwaters: Ingemar

KIE-CON California, USA
E: joe.hernandez@kiecon.com
Kie-Con works closely with Canadian
company International Marine
Floatation Systems (see separate
entry). IMFS has developed innovations
such as the Danbuoy connection
system that eliminates the use of
structural wood whalers in the KieCon float system. Kie-Con marinas
and wave attenuators are designed
and engineered to withstand weather
conditions specific to site.

INGEMAR GROUP Milan, Italy
E: info@ingemar.it
Ingemar has been building floating
concrete structures since 1979.
Modular all-concrete pontoons and
floating elements with galvanised steel
or aluminium frames are offered with
hardwood decking, fibre reinforced
concrete or rotomoulded polyethylene
floats. The group also builds floating
breakwater elements up to 20m x 6m.
Tailor-made solutions and turnkey
projects are Ingemar’s strong points in
the Mediterranean and Gulf regions.
(See advertisement p.16)

INLAND & COASTAL MARINA
SYSTEMS Co. Offaly, Ireland
Inland & Coastal Marina Systems
manufactures a heavy duty breakwater
and pontoon system for all types
of leisure and commercial projects.
Breakwaters and pontoons are
manufactured in concrete and
galvanised steel to an ISO 9001 quality
standard. The company has completed
numerous signature projects in Ireland,
the UK and mainland Europe.
(See advertisement p.39)

INTERNATIONAL MARINE
FLOATATION SYSTEMS
British Columbia, Canada
E: imfs@floatingstructures.com
IMFS is a global leader and innovator
in the design, engineering and
manufacturing of floating concrete
platforms for marinas, breakwaters,
floating homes, yacht enclosures
(boatsheds), commercial structures and
specialty floats and pontoons.

JETFLOAT INTERNATIONAL
Salzburg, Austria
E: office@jetfloat-international.com
Jetfloat International remains a prime
mover in modular pontoon production.
Jetfloat manufactures in Austria
using only genuine polyethylene
PE-HD Lupolen 5261 Z as the base
granulate and uses no modified PE or
recycled plastic. Jetfloat claims that
this has resulted in almost 100% of its
worldwide customers reordering over
the last 40 years.

KROPF INDUSTRIAL
Ontario, Canada
E: jordan@kropfindustrial.com
Kropf Industrial supplies highly stable
and durable steel pipe floating docks for
freshwater marinas. Its rugged system
is proven in northern ice conditions
and is built to order to meet exact
requirements with numerous options
available. The company also supplies
floating breakwaters, hydraulic boat
handling equipment and boat storage
stands.
(See advertisement p.52)

LIVART MARINE
Guangdong, China
E: livart@livartmarina.com
Livart Marine has over 10 years of
experience as a floating pontoon
designer and manufacturer and has
its own factories and design team.
One-stop premium floating solutions
are offered using high quality products
at reasonable prices. The company’s
patented aluminium system meets
TYHA and AU standards.

INTER BOAT MARINAS
Puttershoek, Netherlands
E: info@interboatmarinas.nl
Inter Boat Marinas, founded in 1986, is
a specialist in the design, development,
manufacture and installation of floating
pontoons and marinas, complete with
all necessary facilities. The company
offers a variety of floating pontoon and
concrete breakwater options.

Porto Pino, Sant’Anna Arresi, Sardinia,
Italy. Pontoons/docks: Martini Alfredo
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handling
and lifting
systems

Tel. +39(0)173 500357
Fax +39(0)173 500642
www.boatlift.it
info@boatlift.it

A-Z GUIDE
Podersdorf Marina, Podersdorf, Austria.
Pontoons/docks: PMS

MAADI GROUP
Quebec, Canada
E: info@maadigroup.com
The MAADI Group’s aluminium floating
docks and floating breakwaters result
from engineering work based on 20
years of experience in naval design
and construction. The company’s vast
experience and in-depth knowledge
in naval certification and aluminium
structure design makes it the ideal
partner for leading-edge marine
structures.

MAJESTIC MARINE
ENGINEERING
Fujairah, UAE
E: jbokaris@majesticjetties.ae
Majestic Marine Engineering is
a specialised marine contracting
company established in the 1980s.
With 300 staff and a modern pontoon
production plant, Majestic has
manufactured and installed over
5,000 berths for projects ranging from
fishing ports to high profile megayacht
marinas. It has also completed various
extensive marine works contracts in the
GCC.

MARICORP US
Missouri, USA
E: melanie.ashby@mcus.com
Maricorp US is a marina industry
leader offering design, consultation
and installation of commercial and
residential floating docks. Its services
include marine construction, repair
and renovation, disaster response and
demolition services coast to coast in
the USA.

MARINA HARBOUR SYSTEMS
Ontario, Canada
E: marinaharboursystems
@gmail.com
MHS designs, supplies and installs
advanced floating docks, break walls
and gangways in various load bearing
versions. MHS uses 9001 welding
procedures of 6000 series aluminium
marine alloys with high mechanical
properties for long lifecycle and storm
resilience, and offers a choice of decking
materials. Design life is in excess of
40 years. Modules are versatile in
terms of berth configuration, are easily
assembled and have good connectivity.

MARINE DESIGNS
Cornwall, UK
E: drystan@marinedesigns.co.uk
A turnkey supplier of breakwater
pontoons, Marine Designs
manufactures the DockMaster concrete
pontoon, which is built to BS 6349
Maritime Structures Code and has a
50 year design life.
Advantages include
flexible and rapid
build using pre-cast
concrete beams and
polystyrene. Pontoon
widths of 4 to 12m
are offered with 1m
plus freeboard for
commercial vessels
and superyachts. The
patented DockMaster
pontoon is exclusively
licensed to Marine
Designs by Mr S. Carr.
Gold Coast Triathlon,
Australia.
Pontoons/docks:
Superior Jetties
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MARINETEK Helsinki, Finland
E: info@marinetek.net
Marinetek is a leading designer and
turnkey builder of yacht marinas and
floating structures that is well known
for its large concrete pontoons and
ability to undertake wide-ranging
projects worldwide. The company
offers long-lasting, advanced solutions
to give customers peace of mind for
decades. Marinetek has an impressive
track record with over 2,000 reference
projects in four continents.
(See advertisement p.4)

MARTINI ALFREDO Turate, Italy
E: martini@martinialfredo.it
Martini Alfredo produces galvanised
steel framed floating pontoons
fitted with polyolefin resin injected
moulded floats. A wide range of sizes,
displacements and capacities is
offered. The Martini Marinas floating
pontoon system is easy to assemble
and requires very little maintenance.
Access gangways, adjustable fingers,
floating breakwaters, mooring systems,
service pedestals and all main marina
accessories complete the catalogue.
(See advertisement p.46)

MEECO SULLIVAN
Oklahoma, USA
E: intsales@meecosullivan.com
Meeco Sullivan has over 107 years
of experience designing and building
saltwater and freshwater marinas,
floating dock systems and wave
attenuators. It manufactures high
quality, time-tested, storm-proven
floating dock systems constructed in
timber, galvanised steel or aluminium
with a variety of hardwood, concrete or
composite decking materials.
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Saint Cast Port,

The extensive rhythm of the fishermen
and the tides…

More than 8000 references on 5 continents

“A fishing pontoon
developed specially for
the professionals”
The fishing port of Saint-Cast is home to about twenty traditional
fishing vessels. Their main catch is scallops, but it includes
various other species, such as whelks, clams and assorted
types of fish. The pontoons are matched to the tidal coefficients
and are subject to heavy stress in everyday use. They are very
easy to clean and for all practical purposes are now part of our
working equipment! Major works have been carried out in the
harbour in order to install a fishing pontoon as part of the port’s
redevelopment. Poralu Marine has worked side by side with us
from the very beginning of the design phase, at the same time
taking account of the strength and solidity constraints for the
materials associated with their daily use.
Pierrick Carfantan
Port Agent, St Cast

www.poralu.com
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MANUFACTUR ER O F P O NTO O NS AND MAR INA EQ U I P M E N T

A-Z GUIDE
METALU MARINAS
Saint Brevin Les Pins,
France

Big Sound Marina, Parry Sound,
Canada. Pontoons/docks: Kropf
Industrial

E: info@metalu.com
Metalu designs,
manufactures and installs a
wide range of floating and
fixed aluminium pontoons
and access bridges. The
company has over 35 years
of experience and has
worldwide references.

POLYDOCK PRODUCTS
Minnesota, USA
E: info@polydockproducts.com
PolyDock Products offers a wide
selection of easy to install and
easy to own modular floating
dock sections and drive-on PWC
platforms. The products are perfect
for new marinas and for adding
transient and permanent slips or
rental space at existing waterfront
properties.

NORTHWEST DOCKS
Washington, USA
E: nwdocks@gmail.com
Northwest Docks is
Washington State’s leading
manufacturer of welded,
aluminium-framed docks
and has been building marinas,
commercial docks and large residential
dock projects in Washington, Oregon
and British Columbia since 2004.
Docks meet and exceed permitting
requirements for environmental
impacts, ADA and wind and wave loads.
Gangways, piers and bridges are also
available.

marina industry. Pacific Pontoon & Pier
(PPP) specialises in commercial marina
design and construction, residential
pontoons, boardwalks and custom
products for the resource industry. In
addition to Australia, PPP also services
international construction markets with
its patented, low-maintenance, highly
durable system.

ORSTA BREAKWATER
Heusden, the Netherlands

PIERBRASIL
São Paulo, Brazil

PMS Izmir, Turkey
E: cagdas.agirtas@pms.com.tr
Utilising its 23 years of experience with
the design and construction of modular
floating platforms, PMS launched the
Marine Dock system in 2010 in order
to meet global demands for marina
systems. Experienced engineers utilise
3D designs for projects prior to the
manufacture of systems suitable for
wide ranging vessel sizes including
megayachts.
(See advertisement p.54)

PACIFIC PONTOON & PIER
Queensland, Australia
E: pacificpp@pacificpontoon.com
An Australian owned company with
over 25 years of experience in the
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E: richard@pierbrasil.com.br
PierBrasil is the leading manufacturer
and installer of floating concrete
pontoons and breakwaters in Brazil.
Four different systems offer feasible
technical solutions for marinas
and harbour facilities. Design and
production of gangways, floating ramps
and special projects including precast
concrete buildings and structures.

PIER GENIUS Iowa, USA
E: sales@piergenius.
com
The Pier Genius
patented ‘Anti-Sway’
tube frame system
provides marinas with
an ultimate docking
system. It is claimed
to be stronger than
conventional truss
frame docks and
includes patented
features such as the
PG pipe lock conduit
system and nylon 50year decking.

E: contact@poralu.com
Poralu Marine has been designing,
manufacturing and installing top
of the range pontoons and marina
systems worldwide for over 35 years.
The company can meet all customer
requests by providing functional
and long lasting equipment that is
attractive and environmentally friendly.
With experience of 8,000+ projects
covering five continents, Poralu’s
strategy of innovation and sustainable
development has made it a recognised
expert in the marketplace.
(See advertisement p.30 & 31)

RAVENS MARINE Florida, USA
E: matt@ravensmarine.com
Ravens Marine has produced world
class commercial and residential
floating docks for over 40 years.
Systems are low maintenance and
durable, with no rotting or rusting,
and are ideal for salt or fresh water
applications. The company offers
several decking styles and aluminium or
plastic flotation for every application.

Westpoint Harbor,
Redwood City, CA,
USA. Pontoons/docks:
Bellingham Marine
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E: info@breakwater.eu
Orsta Marina Systems designs,
supplies and installs floating
breakwaters, large concrete pontoons
and marina equipment for both leisure
and commercial harbours. It builds
concrete pontoons of 2.4m to 7.0m
in width and specialises in ‘on site’
production. The company can build
pontoons and breakwaters wherever
they are needed.
(See advertisement p.56)

PORALU Port, France

Marina
insurance
protection.
Markel's marina policies are tailored for you
To ﬁnd out how ask your broker

marine.trades@markelintl.com
www.markelinternational.com

World Class Design, Manufacture & Installation Services

Maricer (CPES Ltd)
Vale Industrial Estate, Spilsby,
Lincolnshire PE23 5HE
United Kingdom
T +44 (0) 1790 753164 F +44 (0) 1790 752559
www.maricer.com sales@maricer.com

Why take the chance?
With a portfolio of 100,000+ berths
worldwide, we know what makes
a marina successful...
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info@moffattnichol.com
www.moffattnichol.com
Creative People, Practical Solutions.®

A-Z GUIDE
RONAUTICA MARINAS
Tul, Spain
E: info@ronauticamarinas.com
Utilising its 25 years of experience,
Ronautica specialises in tailor-made
solutions for a wide range of projects
– from small wharfs to large marinas.
The company designs, manufactures
and installs systems from an extensive
product range that includes aluminium
and concrete floating and fixed
pontoons and various accessories.

SF MARINA SYSTEM
Gothenburg, Sweden
E: info@sfmarina.se
SF Marina’s modular systems
encompass concrete floating
breakwaters and pontoons, commercial
and leisure boat marinas, pontoons
for handicap access to water and
boats, pontoons for boat clubs, fuelling
pontoons, fish farming systems,
floating bridges, support structures
for floating buildings, commuter boat
docks, seaplane and helicopter landing
platforms and floating ferry landings.
(See advertisement p.2)

STADIA MARINA
Morelos, Mexico
E: stadia@stadiamarina.com
Stadia Marina is a 100% Mexican
enterprise that develops, manufactures
and installs floating dock systems in
three materials: wood, aluminium and
concrete. Systems are specifically
tailored to every customer.

STRUCTURMARINE
Quebec, Canada
E: request@structurmarine.com
Structurmarine’s ‘out of the box
design’, advanced marine engineering
standards, structural expertise and
pontoon anchoring methods, have
significantly contributed to the survival
of its marina systems in extreme
weather conditions. The engineering
team behind Structurmarine has over
30 years of experience in the design,
fabrication and installation of marinas
around the world.

SUPERIOR JETTIES
Queensland, Australia
E: info@superiorjetties.com
Superior provides solutions for marinas
using sustainable rotomoulded
polyethylene, aluminium and concrete
systems. A range of industrial flotation
products and accessories is also
offered. Domestic pontoons and
commercial marinas are custom

designed and delivered through the
group network with manufacturing
throughout the Asia Pacific region.
(See advertisement p.20)

TOPPER INDUSTRIES
Washington, USA
E: sales@topperfloats.com
Topper Industries is a manufacturer of
timber frame, aluminium frame, painted
or galvanised steel frame and glue
laminated timber frame floating docks. It
also designs, engineers and fabricates
aluminium gangways and pedestrian/
trail bridges up to 20ft wide and 135ft
long, floating breakwaters, buoys and
marine hardware.

TOTAL FLOATING SYSTEMS
Auckland, New Zealand
E: info@totalmarineservices.co.nz
Total Floating Systems designs, builds
and installs floating concrete pontoon
solutions for varied applications. It
offers: floating attenuators; multiberth marinas; commercial berths;
ferry terminals; houseboats; ultra high
freeboard large single section units; low
freeboard rowing pontoons; and private
berth pontoons.

TRANSPAC MARINAS
WA, USA
E: info@transpacmarinas.com
Design, engineering and manufacture
of proprietary, high performance
flotation systems since 1983.
Specialising in timber, concrete, steel
and HDPE structures for marinas and
floating wave attenuators for extreme
environments. Transpac’s custom
designs integrate over 30 years of
innovation and quality into each
site-specific project and its unique
requirements.
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Linton Bay Marina, Panama.
Pontoons/docks: SF Marina

WAHOO DOCKS
Georgia, USA
E: scott@wahoodocks.com
The Wahoo Wave is a completely selfcontained wave attenuation system
that provides highly effective wave
dampening at a fraction of the cost
of competitive systems. The product
requires no winch adjustments,
works in harsh conditions and has a
mass similar to or more than that of
comparable concrete attenuators.

WALCON MARINE
Hampshire, UK
E: sales@walconmarine.com
With over 50 years of experience in
civil and marine engineering, Walcon
Marine is a global leader in the
design, construction and installation
of berthing facilities for leisure and
commercial vessels. The company
has been responsible for many
design innovations over the years and
examples of its comprehensive range of
pontoons and floating breakwaters can
be found in over 30 countries.
(See advertisement p.48)

YACHT PORT MARINAS
Pontevedra, Spain
E: oscar@ypmarinas.com
Yacht Port Marinas has invested much
effort in developing a manufacturing
process for concrete pontoons that
isolates the content of the modules
to preserve flotation and dramatically
reduce periodic maintenance. The
company also manufactures shipyard
equipment such as the YPM forklift,
electrical travel cranes and trolleys.
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Fast-tracking a vision for
modern boating tourism
In developed ‘capitalist’ countries, where boating is well established, boat ownership has long been considered elitist
and marinas seen as amenities for the rich. This view often still prevails, and spreading the word that boating is a sport
for all continues to be a mission for boating industry associations.
beneficial influence on the economy.
Boating tourism did not exist and
there were only a few marinas on
Yugoslavia’s Adriatic coast and
islands, mostly located next to
shipyards. Yachting was viewed
as a decadent western pursuit
and foreign boaters suspected
as potential spies. A strong naval
presence was thus enforced during
the tourist season. This made
foreign boaters uncomfortable but
didn’t drive them away from the wild
and extraordinarily beautiful Adriatic
coast.
Local sailors – commercial and
pleasure – most particularly took
to the seas. Organised berths
used by sailing yachts belonging
to numerous sailing clubs were
marinas of a sort, and mass
regattas were organised along the
Offering a total of 281 wet berths and with
If overcoming a hurdle such
ability to moor vessels up to 40m (131ft) in
length and breadth of the Adriatic.
as this is necessary in capitalist
length, Marina Opatija is one of the best
environments, an attempt to build a
Founding ACY
marinas in the northern Adriatic.
quality marina in a communist economy
The Yugoslavian boating community
is a mountaineering exercise. Former
played the main role in the creation
towards private enterprise. However,
Yugoslavia climbed the peak. Not once,
of ACY but its foundations were laid
even the strictest anti-capitalist
but 18 times, constructing a chain
by Ante Markovic and Veljko Barbieri;
advocates of isolation were sometimes
of marinas under the Adriatic Club
lifelong friends and passionate sailors.
forced to admit the advantages of
Yugoslavia (ACY) business model in
In 1982 Ante Markovic accepted
opening up towards the west and its
1983/84.
The achievement was all the more
extraordinary as ACY – now Adriatic
Croatia International Club (ACI) –
was founded in the politically and
economically difficult period between
the death in 1980 of Josip Broz Tito, the
creator of socialist Yugoslavia and its
president for life, and the 1990 breakup of Yugoslavia.

Tito’s legacy
In the latter years of Tito’s rule,
Yugoslavia’s economy was in crisis,
the authorities fomented a fear of
capitalism, private property was
demonised and there was great hostility
Marina Pišcera is a seasonal marina
offering good facilities to boaters seeking a
quieter mooring on an
uninhabited island.
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the thankless but challenging role as
prime minister of Croatia. He hired
Barbieri and, together, they proposed a
programme to develop modern boating
tourism through the establishment of
a dedicated boating company and the
construction of a chain of marinas.
Building the marinas would provide
employment for construction firms and
an army of small traders and craftsmen,
all of whom had endured hard times
through lack of recent work and money.
Twenty-five marinas were originally
planned with a view to attracting well-off
boaters to the Adriatic. The boaters
would spend ‘hard currency’, the sports
scene would be enriched and interest in
cultural heritage would be sparked.
Barbieri and a team of six worked
night and day to prepare the first
feasibility study. It was accepted by
the Executive Council of the Croatian
Parliament.
Despite attacks from all sides for
its ‘pro-western’ and ‘capitalist’ aims,
the ACY mega project got off the
ground. Half of the funding required
was provided by the INA oil company,
granting a loan in exchange for hard
currency. The other half came from 69
firms with various agricultural, retail,
catering, tourism and service interests.
An agreement signed in Split on 1st
July 1983 marked the official founding
of ACY.

Moving swiftly
Just 18 months from the beginning of
the project, the first boats were berthing
in 16 marinas in the most attractive
locations on the Adriatic coast and
islands. It was a fantastically short turnaround.

The first three
marinas – Vocide,
Jezera and Skradin –
were built in just 120
days. The Kornati
Islands marinas of
Zut and Piškera were
particularly difficult to
build and navy tank
carriers designed for
landing operations
were enlisted to
help. The marinas
in Trogir, Milna on
the island of Brac,
Palmizana on Hvar,
Vrboska, Pomer,
Umag, Rovinj and
Supetarska Draga all
followed in time for
the 1984 season. Marinas in Pula, Rab
and Split opened in 1985.
On 1st July 1989 – ACY Day – the
beautiful Marina Korcula opened and
exactly one year later Marina Opatija
in Icici opened its doors. This was the
result of a cooperation with the Italian
Ligresti-Grassetto group; the first true
joint venture ever in Yugoslavia.
The ACY chain had high, uniform
and recognisable standards of boating
services. It provided safe berths,
power, water, toilets and hot showers,
excellent restaurants and maintenance
workshops. The marina shops stocked
everything from freshly baked bread,
fruit, vegetables and general groceries
to outboard engines, fenders and
foghorns. Duty-free shops offered
nautical apparel designed exclusively
for ACY, specially commissioned gold
jewellery, shipboard linen and many

Separated from each other by reasonable
sailing distances, ACI marinas form a
perfect necklace along the Croatian coast.
other articles. It was all part of the ACY
system.
In addition to all of this, a charter
service was introduced, a race
programme developed and a sailing
school launched. The charter operation
functioned exceptionally well from the
outset and the ACY-owned sailing fleet
eventually grew to over 100 vessels,
some of which were booked up for as
long as 30 weeks a year. The town
of Rovinj began to host the ACY
Cup Match Race; one of the world’s
most prestigious sailing competitions.
Barbieri launched a sailing school,
the Adriatic Nautical Academy, and it
attracted 500 attendees a year.
In 1989 ACY’s revenue was DM83
million, and the profit was DM13 million
and growing. This was the golden age.

Riches to rags
As ACY was prospering, the inevitable
disintegration of Yugoslavia reached
its culmination. Croatia and ACY
were sucked into the raging vortex
of war and naval vessels ruled the
Adriatic. Dubrovnik’s Komolac Marina
was bombarded and occupied by
the Yugoslav People’s Army. Yachts
were burnt or otherwise vandalised
or declared as war booty. ACY
management led by Barbieri managed
to save some of the boats but the future
for ACY was now in jeopardy.
The island of Zut in the Kornati
Archipelago has olive trees, fig trees,
vineyards, the odd fisherman or shepherd
and a 135-berth marina. Marina Zut has
full amenities including a grocery store and
a restaurant.
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COVER STORY: ACI
The port of Umag on the northwestern
coast of Istria is the first port of entry into
Croatia from central Europe. Marina Umag
has 475 berths and can moor yachts up to
40m (131ft) in length.
As Barbieri’s ACY (now renamed
ACI) was negotiating the uncertain
political waters of the fledgling Croatian
state, it fell foul of the new regime’s
policy to target successful firms and
businesspeople. Barbieri was declared
‘politically unsuitable’ and removed
from ACI along with the strategic Italian
partner Ligresti-Grassetto.
A series of ‘captains without brevets’
now succeeded one another at the
ACI helm and those in power wanted
to scrap the ‘ship’ and privatise, i.e.
appropriate, its valuable assets, the
marinas. ACI was undervalued so that
it could be turned into an unprofitable,
unsalvageable firm on the pretext
of trying to save it. The charter fleet
was sold off for next to nothing and
restaurants, shops and service
workshops were leased out at random.

Winning through
Despite the huge hurdles of dark times,
ACI was rebuilt and has survived as

a unique modern boating tourism
organisation that incorporates a chain
of 22 marinas. While the future of its
ownership long term remains uncertain,
the organisation has remained true to
its initial aims – to provide safe, secure,
well positioned boat moorings and
quality amenities – and has invested in
upgrading its marinas in recent years.
The newest marina to join the ACI

chain – Veljko Barbieri Slano Marina
– was named to honour the man who
worked tirelessly to create and perfect
the marina chain. Barbieri died in his
84th year on 21st June 2013 – ten days
before ACI’s 30th birthday.

The above article is based on
abstractions from Genesis, an account of
ACI past to present, by author and editor
Mladen Gerovac.

Inland and Coastal Marina Systems Ltd
Inland and Coastal Marina Systems specialise in the
design, manufacture and installation of marinas.
In-house design and manufacturing ensures that our
products are always of the highest standard of quality.
Our installation service also means that clients can be
satisfied that experienced professionals are responsible for providing a fully functioning, turnkey marina.

Main Office: Queen Street, Banagher, Co. Offaly, Republic of Ireland
Int. Telephone: +353 5791 53963 Int. Fax: +353 5791 52964
sales@inlandandcoastal.com
UK Office: Unit 2, 21 Coulardbank Industrial Estate, Lossiemouth,
Moray, Scotland, IV31 6NG
Int. Telephone: +44 1 343 813 233
sales@inlandandcoastal.com

www.inlandandcoastal.com
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Providing independent and bespoke
services to clients worldwide
Masterplanning
Feasibility studies and market research
Business planning
Marina and Marina Club design
Tender and project management
Operational management
Environmental and legislative advice
Legal and property consultancy services

9/3J½GI
+44 (0)23 9252 6688
,SRK/SRK3J½GI +852 3796 3533
enquiries@marinaprojects.com
www.marinaprojects.com
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COVER STORY: ACI
Marina Cres in the Kvaerner region is
situated in the centre of the largest but most
sparsely populated Adriatic island. Cres
is a nature lover’s paradise and the Blue
Flag marina offers 461 recently refurbished
berths.

Building a brand
of consistent quality
After spending one year on the supervisory board at Adriatic Croatia
International Club (ACI), Dr. Doris Perucic was promoted to CEO, a post she
held for nearly three years before moving on to new challenges last month
(August). Prior to leaving ACI, she spoke to Marina World in June about
ongoing marina operations.
MW: Please outline the current status
of ACI, recent changes and investment
in infrastructure.
DP: We have 22 marinas including
the newly constructed ‘Veljko Barbieri’
Marina Slano. In 2015, we started work
on the maritime part of Marina Cres
in the Kvarner region and then rebuilt
Marina Pomer in Istria to give it a new
visual identity like Marina Slano. We
have been concentrating on building
a brand so as to create consistency
amongst all our marinas. We are now
preparing to do the same for Marina
Rovinj in the north [Istria]. We will start
after the season ends and our aim is to
reduce the number of berths but create
berths for larger vessels. We will make
it a real destination as it sits alongside
a hotel that is being completely
refurbished. We are also focusing
on improving our smaller marinas
and have plans for Marina Opatija
[in Kvarner]. This will have a major
refurbishment but not in time for next
season as the planning takes time. We
are also focusing on restaurants. Every
marina has a restaurant but we are now
imposing a quality ‘gastro’ standard.
All of the restaurants are franchised

but their quality reflects on ACI so it’s
important to ensure that customers are
happy.
MW: Do you plan any more marinas?
DP: We’d like to but ACI receives
no financial support from the state.
Everything we spend has to come from
our own profits. We have to compete
alongside private companies on a level
playing field for any purchases. But, in
saying that, there are very few tenders
for marinas in Croatia anyway.
MW: What are your operational
challenges?
DP: We own around 30% of the
berths in Croatia and we need to
accommodate larger
vessels in order to
compete. Our main
challenge is thus to meet
the needs of today.
MW: Are your berth
holders mainly Croatian
or from overseas?
DP: Mainly from
overseas. Charter is a
strong element and is
considered ‘Croatian’
although the charter
companies come
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from various
countries.
Around 63%
of berth
holders are
from Germany,
Austria and
Slovenia. We
have 114,000
transit days per
year.
Doris Perucic
MW: What is
your flagship marina?
DP: Marina Rovinj will probably be the
best of our marinas when it is finished.
MW: Do any marinas have winter
traffic?
DP: There are still regattas before
the season opens and after it closes.
Activity is much reduced but there is
still life in many of the marinas during
the off season.
MW: There have been industry rumours
about potential buy-outs of ACI. Is ACI
for sale?
DP: We are not in the process of
privatisation and ACI is not for sale. But
much depends on the decision of the
new government when it is in place.
Our concession lasts until 2030 and,
according to the current laws, a new
tender will be issued when this expires.
ACI will have to compete with others in
order to retain the concession.
MW: This must be a problem?
DP: It requires careful thinking.
We have to measure our spending
cautiously because of the low return
on investment likely in just a 14 year
period.
Marina Pomer, viewed through
the restaurant, has been extensively
modernised to fit in with new ACI branding.
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ACI opens 22 marina
nd

Marina director Danijela Stankovic (centre) with the Slano Marina team.
Right: Slano Marina – day and night.
Veljko Barbieri Slano Marina, the first marina to be built by ACI in 18 years, was
completed by Marinetek NCP in June and open to the public on 3rd August.
The 200-berth marina accommodates
vessels up to 20m (65.6ft) in length
and provides berths for private vessels
– Croatian and overseas – and small
charter fleets. Larger visiting boats
can moor up if space permits. “We
expect berth occupancy to be 50:50
for Croatians versus overseas boat
owners,” says marina director Danijela
Stankovic. “Most of our Croatian
customers will come from Dubrovnik so
that they can be closer to the nearby
islands. In terms of charter, we already
have one client signed up with a five
to ten boat fleet that should eventually
expand to 20,” she adds.
Designed to exceptionally high
standards and with a build cost in
excess of HRK60 million (over EUR8
million), Slano Marina is configured
with expensive Indonesian hardwood
decked Marinetek concrete pontoons.
Heavy Duty 3000AC pontoons were
used to create two 120m long x 3m
wide (394ft long x 9.8ft wide) piers.
Type 3800BR pontoons (without keels)
form a breakwater to the north and a
breakwater of 4300BRK units (with
keels) protects the marina basin from
the west. A 100m long x 4.3m wide
(328ft long x 14ft wide) walkway was

also installed at the shoreline.
As the marina is located in shallow
water, dredging to a depth of 3m (9.8ft)
was required and most of the concrete
sinkers were buried in order to maintain
water depths of at least 2.5m (8ft) at
all times. All berths are full-service
courtesy of Marex painted stainless
steel pedestals with Smart Metering.
In addition to offering sheltered
quality pontoon mooring, the marina
has a pool, pub, restaurant, berth
holder sanitary facilities and ample car
parking.
Situated just 30km (18.6 miles) from
the historic part of Dubrovnik and 49km
(30.4 miles) from Cilipi Airport, Slano
is a favoured tourist destination nestled
in a 2km (1.2 mile) bay with sheltered
swimming and sailing waters.
Marinetek has been instrumental over
the past years in ACI renovation plans.
“In addition to building Slano Marina
from scratch, we’ve refurbished nine ACI
marinas to date,” says Marinetek NCP
managing director Boris Miskic. “It’s
been very rewarding to help bring each
marina up to top standard and a great
pleasure to design, build and install such
high specification infrastructure for ACI’s
22nd marina,” he adds.
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FINANCING, VALUATION & INSURANCE
Efficiently utilising
the marina basin
area drives
revenue.

Gerard McDonough

US marinas set to
become ‘asset class’
by Gerard McDonough MAI, FRICS
The marina industry has seen dramatic improvements over the past few
years and lending institutions have taken notice and are actively participating
in financing. The notable number of recent transactions in the US marina
marketplace is evidence of this progress, and can be attributed first and
foremost to a healthy economy and increased interest in boating. Loanto-value ratios are typically in the 65% range, with the Small Business
Administration in the 80% range.
There has been a strong upswing in
investment groups entering the
investor demand for marinas here in the
marketplace and acquiring marinas,
USA. The industry has recovered and is
which will ultimately make marinas
robust, and that’s expected to continue
into their own institutional-type asset
in concert with prevailing economic
class. This will lead to the availability
conditions. Investors have recognised
of detailed income and operating
how difficult it is to permit a marina
expense information for marina assets
compared to other asset classes.
and allow for more transparency and
This effectively ensures the durability
more accurate analyses of the marina
of the income stream and prevents
marketplace.
oversupply, which is something
Outside the USA, Australia is already
that affects other investment-type
embracing this kind of detailed overview
properties.
of the industry, giving it the capability
Investment banks and hedge funds
to better gauge the health of its own
have also recognised this asset class,
marina industry. The Marina Industries
which will result in further consolidation
Association (MIA) recently released its
as larger investment companies
2015 Health of the Australian Marina
enter the marketplace and acquire
Industry (HAMI) survey, the purpose
more marinas functioning under a
of which is to provide the industry
singular umbrella-type operation.
with a comprehensive overview of the
Interestingly, investors won’t have to
economic contribution of Australian
rely on their local or regional banks
marinas.
to get the funding they’re seeking.
Much has changed for the marina
The historically ‘mom and pop’ marina
industry since the mid-2000s when
industry is transforming, with larger
investors were looking at alternative
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developments on potential marina sites.
The strategy at that time meant that
the prices paid weren’t meeting the
typical investment returns expected on
an income-producing marina property.
In today’s marketplace, marinas
are being purchased based on their
income-producing potential, and as
overall demand increases, there may
be acquisitions where buyers will also
be giving credit to other types of upland
development on the site. However,
for the most part, seasoned marina
and boatyard buyers will be focusing
on the income-producing potential
of the facilities as opposed to upland
development potential.
Appraisers consider traditional
methods by which market data may
be processed into a value indication,
such as the cost approach, the sales
comparison approach and the income
approach. Prior to the development
of these, it’s extremely important
that the appraiser has a thorough
understanding of the physical and
location aspects of the facility, such
as siltation/dredging requirements in
the marina basin area, wind and wave
action and potential attenuation issues,
condition of the docks and bulkheads,
and access to primary waterways. A
property conditions report prepared
by a qualified marine engineer is
highly recommended, particularly
for addressing required capital
improvements.
In property valuation, the cost
approach is based upon the proposition
that an informed purchaser would not
pay more than the cost of producing
a substitute property with the same
utility as the subject. The cost
approach is particularly applicable
when the property being appraised
involves relatively new improvements
that represent the highest and best
use of the land, or when relatively
unique or specialised improvements
are located on the site and there
are no comparable properties in the
marketplace.
The primary issue in applying the
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FINANCING, VALUATION & INSURANCE
cost approach is the inherent difficulty
in accurately measuring the accrued
depreciation of the floating or fixed
docks, dredging and bulkheads,
for example, and the lack of truly
comparable land sales. The omission
of the cost approach in most instances
does not compromise the reliability of
the overall valuation process.
The sales comparison approach, for
the most part, is extremely difficult to
utilise due to the unique and varying
physical and location characteristics
of marina facilities. This approach
is applicable when an active market
provides sufficient quantities of
reliable data that can be verified
from authoritative sources. Office
buildings, modern industrial, retail and
self-storage, as well as residential
apartment complexes, for example, vary
in size, quality and condition. However,
their general physical characteristics,
when compared with their respective
asset class, are relatively similar.
Consequently, in most instances, a
meaningful unit of comparison and
resulting market value opinion can
be derived via the sales comparison
approach. However, marina facilities
are extremely difficult properties to
appraise using the sales comparison
approach as their physical and location
characteristics vary so much. Some
have very limited upland, while others
have significant land area and notable
buildings on the upland. Price per slip
has traditionally been used as a unit
of comparison. However, because
slip lengths can vary significantly,
this can be a very misleading unit of
comparison, particularly if average slip
sizes are 30ft (9m) at one facility and
Slip rates should be based on length of
vessel or dock, whichever is greater.

60ft (18m) at another.
Whenever possible,
price per linear foot of
available slip space
should be utilised as
opposed to price per
slip. The only time this
approach can be used
with any confidence
is when one is
comparing facilities
that have limited
upland area and
improvements. Trying
to compare a marina
with just slips, limited
upland area and
limited services with a
full service facility that
has extensive upland area and notable
repair and maintenance buildings can
result in a very misleading conclusion.
The income approach converts the
anticipated benefits (dollar income
of amenities) to be derived from the
ownership of property into a value
estimate, and capitalisation of the
net operating income is the typical
method that is utilised in developing
the value of a marine facility via the
income approach. Capitalisation rates
for full service marina/boatyards are
typically higher than for marinas that
only offer slip rentals. Consequently,
when determining an appropriate
capitalisation rate, appraisers must
select it from facilities that have similar
type operations or the reliability of the
concluded value will be compromised.
Appraisers must also thoroughly
understand how the capitalisation
rates were derived and what expenses
were considered in the development
of the net operating income and, in
addition to typical operating expense

The type and size of equipment varies at
marine facilities and directly affects the
income producing potential of repair and
maintenance operations.
items, other items should include offsite management fees and reserves
for replacement. Insurance is an
expense item that should also be
reviewed closely since the physical
characteristics vary significantly as
well as the perceived risk. Selecting
relevant and applicable expense
comparables is also a key component
in developing reliable capitalisation
rates. Historically, there have not been
any notable operating expense sources
for marina related properties. However,
now that the marina industry is quickly
transitioning from a ‘mom and pop’
type industry to a notable investment
asset class, formidable sources are
anticipated.
In addition to the physical similarities
of marinas, location characteristics
and ownership interests must also
be considered in selecting applicable
capitalisation rates, as coastal marinas
differ from inland marinas and some
marinas are on leased land.
The marina industry is quickly being
recognised as a notable asset class
and thoroughly understanding the
operational characteristics and income
and expense ratios will be the key to
the meaningful valuation of marine
related properties as a ‘going concern’.

Gerard H. McDonough, MAI, FRICS
is the senior managing director of the
Rhode Island and Connecticut offices of
Integra Realty Resources, a national real
estate appraisal company with 58 offices
throughout the USA. He is also president
of Marinevest, based in Newport, Rhode
Island. He can be contacted on email:
gmcdonough@marinevest.com
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Oscar Siches
right response to the right client at the
right moment. Unfortunately, there is
no book or manual for this, and we all
have to learn it and pass it on as best
we can, augmenting it with our own
experiences. The personal factor in this
business is of huge importance.

Assets, demons
and decisions

If you need finance for
marina refurbishment
work, think about the
expected life of a new
system versus the length
of your concession.

Drawing on 15 years of experience as a marina partner and manager, facts
and opinions absorbed at conferences and seminars, and conversations with
colleagues from all over the world, Oscar Siches CMM gives opinions and
advice on how to face the challenges and pitfalls of money matters.
beings seeking fun and escaping from
Financing
schedules, obligations, routines and
The well known quotation from Virgil’s
sometimes even from logic. In yacht
Aeneid “beware of Greeks bearing
harbours and marinas we help them
gifts” is particularly appropriate when
achieve this aim by giving them a mild
it comes to external finance offers for
psychological nudge towards that
marinas. Tempting conditions and the
special state of well-being even before
promise of potential profits for board
they cast off (if they cast off at all). This
members make it easy to fall for such
is why we train our people in customer
schemes. But they are often poisoned
service; a very special customer
investments.
service that goes far beyond a smile
The yachting business in general is
and being correct and knowledgeable,
complicated (as are many others) and
and comes closer to understanding
relies on a very volatile factor: human
personal needs and delivering the

The same can be said for a shipyard,
where the understanding of the client’s
expectations, needs and limitations is a
key factor in succeeding in creating his
or her dream yacht.
You cannot explain any of this on an
Excel spreadsheet.
Now we come to the conflict that
I am aiming to analyse. How can
an investment fund with completed
spreadsheets covering returns on
capital, profit increases, incremental
indexes and statistic generated ratios
deal, for instance, with a season of
bad weather? Or a fuel price increase?
Or an invasion of jellyfish? Or political
instability?
It can’t. But business is business so
how can we maintain profits? Cutting
costs seems an obvious solution but,
as we all know, marinas, shipyards
and service companies will not agree
to reduce prices as this has negative
repercussions in areas that are hard
to measure, such as client credibility. It
can take many years to bring business
back to desired levels.
Whenever you have to reach out
for investment money, please try to
maintain the right to make the decisions

Supporting all the needs of your business to maximise growth.

The PacsoftNG Marina Management System is the most
comprehensive marina management system available.
It allows you to streamline marina operations enabling
maximisation of revenue opportunities, providing insights
and analysis.
Designed to meet the day-to-day management needs of
Marinas, Boatyards, Dry stacks, Harbours and Yacht Clubs.

Our integrated software solution
features a wide range of tools
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› Mobile Device Enabled
› Marina and Drystack Booking
and Management
› Business Process Wizards
› Haulout and Yard Management
› Smart Invoicing & Account Processing
...... and much much more!

Request your FREE REMOTE DEMO today at www.pacsoftmms.com
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regarding the core business operation.
If the responsibility remains in the
hands of ‘marina guys’ or ‘shipyard
guys’, you will be comfortable when
making necessary operational
decisions. The Excel sheet will be a
very important part of the project for
certain, but not the only important part.
If you focus solely on your spreadsheet,
the investment money you borrow may
become too expensive.
For marinas running under state
concessions, the ideal situation is if the
lease paid to the government has a
fixed and a variable part, e.g. $50,000
per year plus 15% of the turnover.
This has the advantage of having the
government ‘on board’ and forced to
understand the business from a closer
position.
Irrespective of the ownership
situation, be sure your market study is
a down to earth exercise (try to have it
done by external professionals) and not
a wishful thinking exercise. Allow room
for unforeseeable circumstances and
play things down on your side as it is
very hard to climb back up the ladder
if you fall. There is a price for a certain
berth in a certain place. Users may
agree to pay a bit above market price
to be there, but that’s the limit. During
an unofficial discussion at WMC 2014
in Istanbul, seasoned marina managers
agreed that the limit a user will pay is
15% above market price. The managers

were from the USA, Australia, Turkey
and Italy. If your season is six months,
use the four really busy ones for your
financial planning. Be cautious. This is
the data that should go in the business
plan that will be presented to the
bank to get financing. Keep a finance
cushion. In some cases you will need it
and, if not, it helps you sleep at night.

Valuation
Several different scenarios need to be
examined when it comes to valuation.
The lease or ground rent is the first
starter. Is it freehold? Is it PPP? Is it

mixed (i.e. owning the land but leasing
the water area)?
It is not difficult to calculate these
values and costs, but the concessions
have to remember that from 100%
value on Day 1, they will probably
reduce to 5% value on the day the
concession finishes. The value of such
marinas technically changes every day
because there is an end date on which
business ceases or is renegotiated.
The extra facilities and services are
therefore the elements that can add
performing assets to the formula
(restaurants, commercial space and

Markel launches global insurance programme
The London-based Lloyd’s insurance syndicate and international insurer Markel International has launched a new
range of bespoke marina and marine trades insurance products.
Developed by underwriters Stephen
Loader and Holley Pizzey, who were
recruited by Markel towards the end
of 2015, the policies are available
globally via local insurance brokers.
Offering global insurance is no
mean feat and Loader and Pizzey
have made best use of their combined
knowledge of different local conditions
and legal regulations. Both are
experienced in writing insurance at
an international level. The policies are
available in several languages, with
more to come, and are designed to
work with the specific national legal
jurisdiction under which each marina
and boatyard operates.
The Markel team has recognised
that marinas need to be increasingly
flexible in the services and facilities

they offer, as boat owners and yacht
captains are now selective and
sophisticated in their choice of marina.
The team insists that before boat
owners entrust their vessels to a marina
they often check that the marina’s
insurance policy is comprehensive,
covers the full range of activities
offered, is placed with a highly rated
insurer and has substantial limits.
Having had personal international
experience of a wide variety of claims
and with a wealth of knowledge in
underwriting marine businesses, Markel
is happy to share its expertise and
places great emphasis on face-to-face
meetings and the development of true
working relationships.
Stephen Loader and Holley Pizzey
will be eager to discuss insurance at
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the networking events and breakout
sessions at the ICOMIA World
Marinas Conference (IWMC) 2016 in
Amsterdam in November.
Find out more on www.markelintl.com
and contact Stephen Loader on email:
stephen.loader@markelintl.com
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As Siches learnt to his cost, check the
insurance coverage for your motor vehicle;
it may not be protected at a marina.
boatyard). They are included in the
concession and thus also suffer from
the end date but are often appointed a
remnant value.
Valuing a marina also involves nontraditional factors such as visual impact,
community feeling, event traditions and
integration with the local community.
Community feeling is about happily
belonging to a group. Integration with
the local community is recognising the
use of part of the local territory, helping
local people to get to know the nautical
community, and demolishing as many
cultural and emotional barriers as
possible.
Berth occupation must be calculated
at 5% below actual levels. This is
to be on the safe side and cover for
bad seasons, new marinas opening
close by or any other unforeseen
circumstances. Boatyards cannot be
underestimated. An appropriate size
boatyard providing basic services (haul
out, bottom clean, antifouling paint and
mechanical repairs) contributes up to
25% of a marina’s turnover, and it is a
desirable service everywhere.
When making a valuation, the
expected lifetime of the marina
elements has to be taken into
consideration, and designers and
builders must take this into account
at build time. Why install concrete
floating pontoons with an expected
life of 50 years if your concession is
for 30 years? Nowadays, I think that
a marina - any marina - needs a refit
every eight to ten years. Why? Because
boats change (and demand
more power), people use boats
in different ways and technical
advances in marina systems
make managers run facilities
in different, often safer, ways.
The logistics must frequently
accompany the changes.

that some of the law applied today
was from 1850. He ended his lecture
with a very strong statement: “If a
judge is convinced that you have done
everything in your power to avoid the
damage, the ruling will be in your
favour”.
Yes, because we cannot foresee
100% of a bad situation and act to
neutralise it. There are just too many
variables.
The fact is that in most countries
there is insufficient data to evaluate
risks at marinas. And insurance runs on
risk evaluation and data.
To have logs for various marina
operations, accidents and correction
measures will always help an insurance
auditor. The other very important
document to show an insurance
company is the emergency and safety
plan, where all possible sources of

Insurance
At the AMM course for future
CMMs near Annapolis in 2006,
Dennis Nixon - one of the
gurus of maritime insurance in
the USA – focused on some
real life cases, explaining
Disaster happens. If you can be
seen to have done your best to
avoid damage, your insurance
policy should pay out.
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accidents, inside and outside the
marina, are defined and evaluated.
It includes guests, boats, boatyard,
spills, fire, medical emergency, nearby
buildings, air pollution, and escape
procedures, and leaves very little scope
for unmentioned risks. The plan also
includes the actions that personnel or
guests should take and procedures to
implement on site (heart massage).
It needs to be upgraded every 1-2
years. An insurance company, knowing
that the emergency and safety plan
is implemented, also knows that the
possibility of an accident with serious
consequences is very remote, and will
be able to adjust its fees to the benefit
of the marina.
Customers should be made aware
of the exact coverage offered by the
marina’s insurance. Is the boatyard
included? The restaurant? The fuel
pontoon? What about leaving your
boat unattended but connected to
electricity? The dockmaster should
talk to clients to make sure they are
aware of the reach of the marina
insurance as, after the accident,
the will to understand the situation
disappears. In 2014, my car fell in
the water in one of our marinas.
Two days later I was told that the
insurance did not cover damage at
ports or airports. It cost me a diver,
a crane and the total loss of my car.
Every last cent you spend on risk
prevention will save you money on
an insurance policy or in the event of
a claim.
Oscar Siches CMM runs the consultancy
firm Marina Matters in Mallorca, Spain.
He can be contacted on email: oscar@
siches.com
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
handle more commercial customers in
the same footprint as the 100-ton.”
“Second, we needed a machine with
a specific height so it could travel into
our shed,” he continued. “That will make
us more competitive for larger refit
work. Otherwise, we have to hire trailers
to move boats into the building.”
The MT and Newport Shipyard
teams worked closely together on the
customisation and Dana was full of
praise for the good communication
and valuable help he received from the
MT team. “They bent over backward to
create a machine that is very specific
yet also offers maximum versatility
within our parameters,” he said.

MT launches 85 BFMII...
Marine Travelift (MT) has introduced the new 85 BFMII boat hoist to its network
of international and domestic distributors. The machine has been specifically
designed to lift larger and heavier fishing and leisure vessels.
According to Jason Johnson, MT
North American director of sales,
benefits of the 85 BFMII design
include its tyre width and wheel frame
profile. “It was designed with existing
launching pier perimeters in mind,”
he said, emphasising that the unique
design made for a turnkey solution to
upgrading hoist capacity without the
cost of upgrading marina infrastructure.
Further innovation comes with a new
slew bearing system with easy access
grease points and sealed housing, and
the Parker IQAN system. “With IQAN,

operators have intelligent diagnostics
on engine performance and machine
function through LCD displays on the
redesigned cab and on the new radio
remote,” Johnson highlighted.
Other added benefits are increased
hydraulic sling adjustment speeds,
which aid operator efficiency. “The
hydraulic system has been optimised to
achieve the fastest adjustment speeds
in its class,” Johnson noted. “This
means operators can get slings in place
faster, which will allow more efficient
cradling of a floating vessel.”

...and customises 200C
for Newport yard

Further innovation was announced with the order of a customised 200CII
mobile boat hoist for Newport Shipyard, Rhode Island. The machine, which will
be delivered this quarter, will join the 70, 100 and 500 ton MT hoists already at
work in the yard.
The machine will boast the first topbeam extension on a 200-ton MT hoist
and has been expertly designed to use
piers that were dedicated to a 100-ton
machine and to travel into an indoor
workspace. This enables the yard to
meet two specific challenges, as its

general manager Eli Dana explained.
“We’ve had increased demand from
commercial customers, whose vessels
are too heavy for the 100-ton hoist and
are more difficult to schedule for the
500-ton due to space restrictions,” Dana
said. “The new 200CII will allow us to
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The new machine is a key component
in the yard’s ongoing expansion
programme, which is allowing it to
operate around the clock and hire more
employees.
Newport Shipyard is Newport’s oldest
working boat and shipyard facility with
dockage for boats ranging from 20 to
350ft (6 to 107m). It hosts the NewportBermuda Race, one of the most
celebrated sailboat races in the USA.
Contact Marine Travelift in WI, USA on
email: sales@marinetravelift.com

Better grip
for timber
decking
UK company FibreGrid has
developed DeckGrip Strips, antislip GRP strips that can be fixed
to timber decking to help guard
against slips and falls in damp
and slippery conditions.
Pre-drilled for easy installation with
decking screws (not glue), DeckGrip
is offered in lengths of 1200mm
x 2400mm and widths of 50mm x
90mm and features a chamfered
edge for extra safety.
Given the choice of widths
available, the strips can be fitted
to create a designer look as they
contrast smartly with the timber
boards.
Contact FibreGrid in the UK on
email: info@fibregrid.com
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Club revamps marina
with long-life boat lifts
The exclusive Tampa Yacht & Country Club (TYCC) in Tampa, Florida recently invested
in the future of its marina by installing a series of boat lifts.

Marina design specialist
Turrell, Hall & Associates
(THA) developed a plan to
renovate the 1960s marina and
recommended Golden Boat Lifts
to the TYCC marina committee.
Phase one saw 17 new fourpost lifts with 16,000lb (7,257kg)
capacities installed. Phase two
added a further four boat lifts
and an additional 17 slips.
The model selected is Golden
Boat Lifts’ most popular and
features a durable Sea-Drive
double reduction worm gear
drive. The lift is built to last
in fully-welded marine grade
aluminium with 300 series
stainless steel hardware and
cables.
TYCC’s marina currently has
77 slips and can accommodate
vessels up to 60ft (18m). It has
a fuel dock, transient slips for
visiting yacht club members and
is manned 24 hours a day.
Contact Golden Boat Lifts in
FL, USA on email: sales@
goldenboatlifts.com

www.roodberg.com

Slipway Trailers

Improve your boathandling
Roodberg P: +31 (0) 513 52 13 13 E: info@roodberg.nl
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Export drive for
boat moving company

The 700 ton capacity
PDN crane, now delivered
to Bilgin Yachts at West
Istanbul Marina, Turkey.

Italian company PDN Engineering & Cranes has boosted its strategy to expand
into the Asian and Far East markets by signing a cooperation with Chinese
crane builder Nucleon Crane.
The five year (renewable) agreement
is jointly named PDN Nucleon and
covers the sale and joint production
of mobile boat hoists for the nautical
and civil sectors, girder cranes and
transporters. Steel structures will be
manufactured in China and mechanics,
hydraulics and electrical systems built
in Italy. Machines will be assembled
and delivered by a joint technical team
from PDN and Nucleon.

yachting area alongside West Istanbul
Marina – took delivery of a new ‘Idra’
type boat hoist. It opted for a 700 ton
capacity model with an internal width
of 14m (46ft), universal steering, winch
hoist synchronisation and PDN’s
electronic weighing system and remote
tele assistance for fault finding and
monitoring. A 40 ton boat trailer was
also ordered and a 300 ton trailer will
be delivered at a future date.

According to PDN, the agreement
will greatly enhance its production
capacities in eastern markets and, if
necessary, also help it meet demand
in Europe and Mediterranean markets.
Nucleon, a Xinxiang-based private
company with 1,700 employees, two
factories and multiple sales agents, has
almost unlimited production capacity
and is renowned for good quality and
competitive prices when compared to
Europe.

The order followed a previous
delivery to Turkey in December 2015
of a 100 ton capacity Idra for Setur
Marinas’ Oren Marina near Bodrum.
This has now completed nearly 200
working hours.
Striking out further east in May, PDN
delivered a 40 ton trailer with variable
width for catamaran handling at Taylor
Smith & Co, a dry dock and ship repair
group in Mauritius.

The agreement has been signed
at a busy time for PDN as it is fresh
from delivering several machines to
overseas customers and works on a
healthy export order book.

Highlights in the current order book
include: a 160 ton Idra for Sanya Visun
Royal Yacht Club in Hainan, China; a
140 ton Idra for Djerba, Tunisia; a fixed
jib crane for Sousse, Tunisia; and a 40
ton trailer for Atakoy Marina in Turkey.

In July, Bilgin Yachts of Turkey
– located in the swiftly developing

Contact PDN Engineering & Cranes Ltd
in Italy on email: pdn.cranes@yahoo.it
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Look for NEW technology and
innovations from BMS at this fall’s
marina events!
Go to www.bestmarinesolutions.com
for details on all specials.

SaniSailor
MARINE PUMPOUT SOLUTIONS

AquaClean
BOATWASH RECYCLING SYSTEMS

  

  

PumpWatcher
 Remote Monitoring.
  rebate

Clean Marina
of $1,000 until 12/2016


  

  

  

NEW and
Improved Patented Technology.

 Separation
 
Advanced
Module. Low Cost Boat
Wash Compliance!
Clean Marina Fall 2016 Rebate Available.

Call for 
details.
 

  

  


  

  

PORTABLE MARINA FIREFIGHTING SYSTEMS

  

  


  
Fall 2016 Special. Buy Fast Attack thisfall
 foam.
 
and get special pricing on fire-fighting

Toll Free 855.355.3625
International 01.727.821.7867

BMS is advancing its SMART Marina group
of solutions with the addition of R-marina's
WiFi and Smart Solutions.
Fall Special: Get R-marina Smart and get
FREE PumpWatcher
Wi-Fi QCCTV Cameras QAccess Control
Q
Dynamic Display Screens
Q
Electricity and Water Metering
Q
Automation QIntercom QSmart Lighting
Q

Find your solutions at:
www.bestmarinesolutions.com
www.bestmarinepumps.com

Trusted Name, Proven Value

Get total control with our
New Forklift Lineup.
Higher capacities now available.

The NEW expanded capacity lineup of Hydro M-Drive forklifts comes from our
long line of the industry’s highest performing boat handling equipment. Equipped
with the exclusive Marine Travelift Hydro M-Drive, our forklifts make it easier to
navigate your yard while hauling the boats you need to lift. The dual action
pedal provides operators with complete drive control to easily handle loads
of different sizes.
Contact our sales team for introductory pricing on the forklift that will take
on the demands of your yard.

HYDROSTATIC DRIVE BENEFITS

• Smoother acceleration
and deceleration
• Simple to operate
• Efficient dual action pedal
• More control over uneven
surfaces

marinetravelift.com
+1.920.743.6202 / sales@marinetravelift.com

©2016 Marine Travelift

